
 
Delaire By-Laws and General Rules are not always applied fairly to one and all.  
There have been rumors that a select group of board supporters as well as past and 
present officers are freed from constraining rules and by-laws. We found the rumors 
to be valid. Different strokes for different folks.  Delaire Governance declares “WAR” 
on special interests! The following are some of the most egregious examples.  
Read: Be Careful What You Vote For 
 
Non- Resident Members are not punishable: The Administrators are “fearful” of 
losing non-resident members, resulting in never punishing them regardless of the 
“status quo”.  The board admitted NRNEs having “0” investment in the club and 
recognizes that they will quit rather than face penalties.  They joined for enjoyment, not 
to be policed. Resident members having $80,000 invested are punished and cannot 
quit while forced to pay dues and assessments during their suspension as per Article 
XII Sec. 3. They also joined for enjoyment and don’t want to be policed. That is one of 
many reasons for ENDING MANDATORY MEMBERSHIP. “The Edelman Issue” 
made that quite clear. Edelman’s son in a drunken rage physically punched-out 
Ray the bartender. The grievance charge against him was dismissed without hearings 
and General Rule “O” and Article III Section “C” & “N” were disabled. It’s the best 
example of misplaced power? A resident member would have been seriously 
punished, while his dues and assessments continued!  
Read: Delaireans must Become Pro-Active 
 
Voter Fraud: Committed by Allan Killik, forging signatures of non-voters. The 
voting process was always susceptible fraud and getting caught in the act left the 
unanswered question “Who Else”? The board “cajoled” Alan Killik.  Not forcing his 
resignation and publicly praising his confessed dirty deed corroborated their 
complicity. When Killik’s board time expired he was placed on the Grievance 
Committee. Only in Delaire would they guard the “Hen House” with the “FOX”. It is 
too “bizarre”, who could make this up?  The Outrages Against Delaire Members 
 
Conflict of Interest by special members: No Rules or By-Laws were ever considered 
for “unethical behavior” by the leadership. Instead the management supports self-
appointed Elites with having conflicts. Read: “TURPITUDE” an updated permanent 
section located on our “Home Page”. Launch “POA VIDEO” and select meeting of 

“January 7th 2019” ( ). A picture is worth a thousand words, it confirms @1hr:19

“Conflict of Interest”. Select POA Meeting of “November 11th 2019” (@ 3:58) a 
continued approval of infractions by Andy Lazar with an expanded conflict.  
Read: The HOAX Continues. 
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Contravention of by-laws: Depriving members’ rights to vote was through By-law 
revisions and dishonorable interpretations. Leasing “fitness equipment” as per Article 
V Section “H” was the catalyst which shed light onto the boards “filches”. When 
questioning their rights to lease, they responded making a contract does not require 
voting. Article V Section “I” disavows that. Board “pilfers” continued with Article VIII 
Section “L” revisions, “banning” voting of how many non-resident members can 
be admitted.  The Board now makes that decision. The original 25 refusal to supply 
written details NRNE were admitted by members vote. Article VIII Sec. “L” increased 
the NRNE to 120 now 40% of Delaire’s membership. The concept of enticing NRNE at 
half dues, no initiation and free golf carts was to lower and stabilize our dues. It not 
only “failed”, it increased our dues and triggered the bottom line bleeding “red ink”.  
 

The Board falsehoods:  Zucker & Hovanec preaching that each resident member 
garners a $3400 benefit from NRNE membership is “make believe” without details. 
Broadcasting NRNE’S benefitting the club, while denouncing Associate Members as 
a burden and increasing their dues. That scenario showcases the “villainous” board.  
All Associates hold bonds and pay more dues than the NRNE’S.  It’s time to raise the 
dues of the NRNE to at least the same as the resident members.  Why don’t the NR 
members pay the Clubhouse fee of $410 month?  Zucker’s answered the question 
with, “because the deal we made locked us in”.  That is just another Zucker 
“fairytale”.  Those deals are renewable annually at the prevailing rate, which is 
subject to change.  It’s ironic those that need the Clubhouse most pay nothing. 
The Zucker message of 11/22/2019 announced the December 4th Town Hall meeting 
starting @ 4:15 PM. They “forecasted” dues increases were contemplated by 
Membership Categories, which is the “code word” for not everybody paying the 
same. We must not go along with another $8 million dollar debt which is 
unsustainable. The resident members end up paying most of it. 
 
We thank the members who listened to us forcing the change of time for the Town Hall 
Meeting to 3:00 PM. THAT IS NOT ENOUGH TIME. Members must complain as 
before, we demanded enough time to hear members and allow them to ask questions 
as many times as they need and as often as they need. The time and place is the 
dining room with available snacks and drinks starting at 11:00 AM. For an $8 million 
dollar unwanted new debt we should have as much time to discuss as possible 
without interference. 
 
PERHAPS THE MOST EXPEDITIOUS THING the Board could do is to send every 
member a copy of the $8 Million plan with specifics and estimated costs for each 
element.  Any other pertinent information should accompany this information.  That 
way all members would have an opportunity to study the plan and formulate questions 
they would like addressed.  If people are unable to attend the meeting, they should be 
allowed to submit questions as if they were there.  Not everyone is comfortable in a 
forum like a Delaire Town Hall, where the audience often verbally expresses their 
disapproval and on the rare occasion we have seen physical assault or intimidation.  
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Why is everything at Delaire a big secret and only discussed at meetings which are not 
recorded.  If you have a plan, lay it out before the meeting so people have a 
chance to absorb the scope of the project.  One reason there were no questions 
about this project at the last town hall is that people just heard about it a few minutes 
earlier and were still trying to comprehend what they just heard. 
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